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Abstract: Learning media is one of the tools to support during the learning process. Learning media is used to convey information and learning materials preferable to students. Pop-Up Books are an example of learning media used in class. This Pop-Up Book is designed with an attractive appearance because it is made from cardboard paper which has better thickness and durability. And it printed using glossy and colored sticker paper. This Pop-Up Book contains general explanations and descriptions of several sea animals such as clownfish, octopus, shark, seahorse, and starfish. This Pop-Up Book can be implemented to improve student’s reading and writing skills in report text learning material.
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Pendahuluan

The pop-up book is a medium that can be felt by our five-sense (Novitasari et al., 2024). Pop-up books are a visual media that can facilitate students’ memory of learning material. Pop-up book designs that are attractive and relate to their original conditions will be more likely to encourage student’s interest in learning (Mo et al., 2020). The pop-up book design, which can be opened and erected when used, will visualize students’ creativity and stimulate their imagination (Gibeault, 2024). With a sturdy and attractively designed appearance, students can imagine the real situation. Students will be more interested in
reading the description in the pop-up book on each page (Louv, 2020). This can encourage students' interest in report text writing activities (Kenkre & Giuggioli, 2021). Several advantages can be gained when teachers use pop-up book media in learning. Pop-up books that are uniquely designed, colorful and 3-D shaped will make students more interactive so they don't feel bored (Education, 2022). Teachers can also use pop-up book media both outside and inside the classroom (Crary & Gruen, 2022). Learning methods will also become more varied and teachers will not run out of energy when teaching (Collard, 2020). Students will also be more active during learning because they not only listen to the teacher's explanation but also participate in other activities (Harris, 2020). Rifky’s Sea Animals Pop Up Book is a pop-up book that teachers can use to teach report text material (Thagard, 2024). This book contains several types of animals that live in the sea, including clownfish, octopus, shark, seahorse and starfish. On each page there is a general explanation about each animal (Maddox, 2022).

Hasil dan Pembahasan

This pop-up book has many advantages, including being made from sturdy materials, striking colors, images printed using glossy sticker paper, and not easily torn when exposed to water (Marris, 2021). So this book can be used for a longer time. This pop-up book consists of a cover and five pages. The first page is about clownfish. The second page is about octopus. The third page is about shark (Bourke, 2020). The fourth page is about seahorse. And the fifth page is about starfish (Nezhukumatathil, 2020). Each page contains a picture of a marine animal that can stand upright (Lawrence & McMahon, 2019). There is a general explanation about each animals on each page. This pop-up book can be used as a learning media by teachers at the 9th grade junior high school level on report text material.

The following is an explanation of the process and materials for making the pop-up book (Singer, 2023):

1. On each page, use cardboard coated with buffalo paper. Cardboard paper was chosen because it has stronger resistance (Hoffman, 2021).
2. Images and backgrounds on covers and pages are designed using the Canva.
3. The front cover and background on each page are printed using glossy sticker paper.
4. The sea animal images on each page are printed using glossy photo paper.
5. The sea animal image objects that have been printed are then cut out to suit the shape and attached to each page using glue (Nielsen, 2020).
6. On each page there is also a brief general explanation about each animal which is printed using glossy photo paper and attached to the bottom left of the page using glue. The pop-up book design can be seen as follows (Green, 2019):
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Figure 2. Top View of First Page Description of Clownfish
Figure 3. Side View of the First Page of the Clownfish

Figure 4. Top View of Second Page Description of Octopus
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**Figure 6.** Top View of Third Page Description of Shark
Figure 7. Side View of the Third Page of the Shark

Figure 8. Top View of Fourth Page Description of Seahorse
Figure 9. Side View of the Fourth Page of the Seahorse

Figure 10. Top View of Fifth Page Description of Starfish
**Figure 11.** Side View of the Fifth Page of the Starfish
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